Instructions CD 1
1. In the movie “The Matrix” the character Neo was told that one cannot be told what the “Matrix” is, for
they have to [SEE] it for themselves. This confronted Neo with a choice, to either eat the “Red Pill or the
“Blue Pill”. With the “Blue” nothing would change and his perception of the world would go on as it was.
Fortunately, Neo chose the “Red Pill” which led to the disclosure of just how intricate the mechanical…

…“Matrix” of his world was. In contrast, but similar to the “Matrix” movie, our very provocative on-line
video entitled, “A Phone Call from Angelneo3; the True Spiritual Matrix” states, “Because there is a true
“Spiritual Matrix” that has the world in bondage, the world cannot [SEE] its bondage, and therefore, the world
cannot LOVE as Jesus told us to “Love Each Other” as he had loved us, from St. John 13: 34. This video is
like a double edge sword for it may be offensive to some, but very liberating to others. For those who will be
offended, we ask that they be patience and view all the contents of our 2 CDs first, for in time, they too will
[SEE]. And what we mean by to [SEE] is by “Faith” through the mind’s eye, contrary to the movie in which
Neo would see through his physical eyes. We know that some won’t follow this recommendation, so we,
reluctantly, placed the link to the video at end of these “Instructions”. For this reason we highly suggest this
inevitable video be viewed last, so that the proceeding information from “The 2 Olive Trees CDs” will
precede, and help our provocative video show the correlation between the World’s “True Spiritual Matrix”
and the “Mechanical Matrix” of the movie: “The Matrix”. And quoting the very end of our on-line video, we
also would like to state, “All we are offering is the ‘Truth’ nothing more”.
Therefore, we believe if one patiently continues with the contents of CD No. 1, CD No. 2 and all the present
or possible future components associated with them, it will be the equivalent of eating the “Red Pill” and one
will [SEE] just how intricate the world’s true “Spiritual Matrix/Bondage” is; or ironically, like in the movie,
“You will see just how deep, the rabbit’s hole goes”. And this is unequivocally related to disclosing who or
what the “Antichrist” is, as written in the letter of 1st John, and, who or what is the “Man of Lawlessness”
found in 2 Thessalonians chapter 2, which we believe our provocative video, among many other truths, reveals
correctly. In addition, we, the creators of these 2 CDs did not see our Bondage, but by the grace of God, and
by these very CDs, we too, have been set free. That freedom did not happen over night and neither will it for
others, but with patience and perseverance, its implications will be understood in time. There is no cheating
this predicament. Thus, like a tree that was once a seed, there is process that all must follow. Please continue
and follow these “Instructions” for you have already started!
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2. In addition, parts of the lyrics, to Michael Jackson’s song “ABC” read as follows: I’m gonna teach you all
about love…it’s easy as 1 2 3…the Branches of the learning, tree… …thats how easy love can be….
3. Like Michael’s song, the best way to view the content of our “Learning Tree” CDs is in numerical order
from 1-2-3. First, after completing these “Instructions” please explore the Copyrights, Contents and the
Foreword also on this CD No. 1, located in our second main folder. Second, before anything else, (using the
Contents as a locator) please begin with Robert D. Brinsmead’s inspirational three part videos. And third,
please read his Journal: “Justification by Faith Re-Examined”, “Jesus and the Law” and his Essay: “The
Historical Method”. For simplicity, and for a quick review of these two writings, we transformed most of the
information into a powerful video. They are on CD No. 2 as part of the preliminary Main video entitled,
“Which is the True Greatest 1 Command; Part 1. Therefore if one decides to switch to CD No. 2 entitled, “The
Fruits” to first view the Part 1 video, and after viewing Part 1, if one decides to stay viewing the rest of CD
No. 2 we suggest that they continue the process of reading in the order of 1-2-3, beginning with the
“Instructions” in folder No.1, then onto folder No. 2 with its Synopsis, Contents, and finally the Introduction
(which is really the first of three essays from our: “Main Document #1”). The rest of the preliminary “Main
Videos” are in the same folder along with the Part 1 video. If one decides to view the rest of the preliminary
videos please also see and finish the rest of our document entitled, “Main Document #1”. These steps will give
a prelude to the contents of CD No. 2’s fruits.
On the other hand, the “Lesser Videos” are of last concerns, for one must acquire preliminary information
prior to viewing these last videos; these videos may not be understood, or not believed in, for they will be
telling people, directly, what the true “Spiritual/Matrix/Bondage” is. But ironically, like in the movie, no one
can be told what the “Matrix” is for they have to [SEE; with their physical eyes] it for themselves; but in our
case through the mind’s eye, heart and soul. Therefore, these videos are deeply placed in CD No. 2, and
ironically once again, by emulating the movie we are showing just how deep one must travel in acquiring and
retaining the information contained in these 2 CDs, so that, one can [SEE] just how deep the Rabbit’s Hole
goes, or shall we say, just how deep the true Spiritual/Matrix/Bondage is, as expounded by these 2 prophetic
CDs! And for online, as a guide for the complex path, please follow the steps, up to the 58 th and final step, of
the White Rabbit. This will lead to our provocative full and complete video entitled, “A phone Call from
Angelneo3; the True Spiritual Matrix”.
Thereafter, we recommend that you return to this CD No. 1: “The Roots” – for fruits come after the roots
and are an outgrowth of them. As we alluded earlier in these “Instructions” there is no cheating knowledge;
for example, if one wants to earn a black belt in Karate, he must first learn the preliminary and fundamental
maneuvers. Therefore, we highly recommend having a good understanding of CD No. 1, then, the viewer will
see just how much “The Fruits” have been influenced by “The Roots”. And once again, so that the proceeding
information from “The 2 Olive Trees CDs” will precede, and help our provocative video show the correlation
between the World’s true “Spiritual/Matrix/Bondage” and the “Mechanical Matrix” of the movie: “The
Matrix”. And together, we will achieve Heaven on Earth! And remember, in sequence, before proceeding to
the appropriate numbered folder; finish all contents of each folder in both CDs, by watching, listening or
reading, in the order of 1- 2- 3.
Http://Greatest1command.com

One Final Note: We believe our provocative video entitled, “A Phone Call from Angelneo3; the True
Spiritual Matrix” will get people’s attention, for it alludes to the “Man of Lawlessness” and the
Rebellion/Armageddon of 2 Thessalonians chapter 2. In the future E-mail the link to others and the Rebellion
will occur, for the time has come to enter Armageddon together. (Rev. 17: 14) Here is the link to what many
will deem as an infamous video (The video will start with rings, similar to the old movie; “Lawn Mower
Man”; starring Pierce Brosnan):
https://vimeo.com/281911858?ref=emshare&fbclid=IwAR13l9uTPLniJBKk1mhN7SWnq1Q529ZaW960KshMMV9Q2HZghf_Pgy0Z_Ss
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